Up-to-date security features – Epixel
MLM Software upgraded to shield from
cyber-attacks!
Press Release: 12 March 2019
Epixel launches the all new upgraded security version which solves the issues that trouble the MLM
business world.




The most awaited security feature is now available as the latest version
A new platform secured with anti-CSRF layers
Enable users to enjoy their role and properly assess the concerned system

[San Bruno, CA, USA] The latest version of security features has clubbed into Epixel MLM software.
This update will be one of the big solutions for the whole business industry. These new updates prevent
security violations that make trouble to the MLM business world and ensure secure software solutions.

“The new security update is one of the most awaited features in MLM software as it brings in
the right solutions for Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) and user access control. The new
update aims to implement better security performance. It will make the users assess the
relevant functions in the network. The main feature integrated is Anti-CSRF token which
prevents attacks on the functionality in your authenticated browser. No attacker can access a
particular website using any authenticated browser. Secure and granular user access control
assures the right user to log into a network. To a great extent, it is a better solution for the
exploitation of weak passwords and such issues related to hacking.” says Vigneshkumar Nainar,
Senior Linux Administrator, Epixel Solutions.
Having 10 + years of experience in providing the best software solutions, Epixel excels in giving
priority to necessary security updates and better improvements. Considering the need of the
hour, they have already updated some other security features like two-factor authentication,
PSP and OWASP compliance, DDoS attack security and made necessary improvements. The
eagerness to adopt new emerging technologies made them launch many relevant platforms
with satisfied customers around the world.
Epixel always stands unique in providing the best software packages ensuring all the necessary
features. Thinking and acting a step ahead of what the customer expects and asks for, Epixel
serves all the essential features with full security. Marking the presence in multiple business
opportunities, the brand always takes enough care to present the right solutions to the right
hands.
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